Electrocatalytic Oxidation of Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine at Pyrroloquinoline Quinone Modified Carbon Nanotube through Single Nanoparticle Collision.
Inspired by the addition-elimination catalytic mechanism of natural pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) containing proteins, PQQ-modified hybrid nanomaterials have been increasingly developed recently as biomimetic heterogeneous electrocatalysts. However, up until now, no existing electrochemical approach was able to assess the intrinsic catalytic activity of PQQ sites, impeding the design of efficient PQQ-based electrocatalysts. Herein, in this work, we introduced a new method to calculate the turnover frequency (TOF) of any individual PQQ functional group for electrocatalytic oxidation of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), through the study of single PQQ-decorated carbon nanotube (CNT) collisions at a carbon fiber ultramicroelectrode by chronoamperometry. The core advantage of this approach is being able to resolve the number of PQQ catalytic sites grafted on each individual CNT, so that the charge of any CNT collision event can be accurately translated into the intrinsic activity of the respective PQQ functional groups. The resulting collision-induced current responses clearly showed that the functionalization of CNTs with PQQ could indeed enhance its catalytic performance by 3 times, reaching a TOF value of 133 s-1 at 1.0 V vs Ag/AgCl. Such a single CNT collision technique, which is proposed for the first time in this work, can open up a new avenue for studying the intrinsic (electro)catalytic performance at a molecular level.